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The purpose of this study was to explore the
predictive potential of the information gathered on the Big
Brother/Big Sister volunteer application blank for the
prediction of successful (matched 12 or more months) and
unsuccessful (matched six months or less) volunteers.

Two

alternate application blank weighting procedures (England's
1971 weighting scheme and multiple regression analysis)
were used and the results of these procedures were
compared. It was hypothesized that both procedures would
correlate significantly with a tenure criterion.

This

hypothesis was supported, although the England (1971)
procedure failed to cross-validate.

Additionally, it was

hypothesized that the multiple regression procedure would
yield a shrunken r which is higher than the
cross-validation estimate obtained using England's (1971)
mathod.

This hypothesis was not supported.

A discussion

of these results and recommendations for the use of this
study is provided.

vi

CHAPTER I
The goal of Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America
(BB/BS) is to match a young boy or girl with a mature,
stable adult who can provide regular guidance,
understanding, and acceptance (Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
America, 1980).

This match is not designed to provide the

child with a surrogate or parent substitute but to provide
a very special, long-term friend in .'horn the child can
confide and whose behavior he or she can emulate (Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of America, 1980).

This goal may seem

simple to achieve; but, in reality, selecting volunteers to
provide a regular and long-term commitment is difficult.
BB/BS requests a one year commitment of volunteers and
three to five hours of contact time per week.

A

significant problem experienced by BB/BS is that a
substantial number of volunteers do not carry through on
this one year commitment.
At the present time, BB/BS does not utilize any
scientifically based statistical decision model for
selection of volunteers to be matched with Little Brothers
or Sisters.

Thus, the purpose of this research was to

explore the predictive potential of information obtained on
the current volunteer application blank for the prediction

of successful (matched 12 months or more) and unsuccessful
(matched six months or less) Big Brother or Big Sister
volunteers.

In addition, the relative predictive power of

two alternate application blank weighting procedures was
explored.

The first procedure is the weighting scheme

outlined by England (1971).

The second procedure utilizes

multiple regression analysis for the weighting of the
application blank items.
In the following chapter, two literature reviews are
presented.

The first pertains to the problem of attrition

and the qualities or characteristics of successful Big
Brothers/Big Sisters.

The second pertains to the

development and use of the weighted application blank and
the use of multiple regression analysis for prediction. The
methodology used for this study, the results, and a
discussion of the results are presented following these
literature reviews.

CHAPTER II
Big. Brothers/Big Sisters
Providing a long-term companion for a child living in
a single parent family is the idea behind BB/BS.

Emphasis

is placed on the long-term nature of this relationship.
It is important for the match to be long-term not only
because it takes time for a relationship to develop, but
also because the child has already lost one adult companion
as a result of the death of a parent or divorce.

The loss

of a close adult companion can be detrimental to a child.
It is therefore important that the adult volunteer
establish a close relationship with the child and maintain
this relationship for an extended period of time.

The

volunteer's failure to maintain this relationship
reinforces the child's perceptions of adult companions as
unreliable, thereby making it more difficult for the child
to accept an adult role model in the future.

Thus, the

BB/BS organization not only fails to achieve what it is
designed to accomplish, namely providing a long-term
companion for the child, but may also aid in continuing a
pattern of the child's perceptions of being rejected by
adults.
The problem of attrition or volunteers leaving the
program without completing one year of service is
3
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significant.

This section provides an examination of the

selection process currently used by BB/BS, the reasons for
attrition, and the characteristics of successful
volunteers.
Prior to accepting an application from a prospective
First,

volunteer, two screening procedures take place.
when the volunteer makes initial contact with the

organization, the organization obtains information about
the age of the volunteer and the volunteer's current life
situation during an informal phone interview.
must be at least 18 years of age.

Applicants

The applicant's current

life situation should be "stable" because it is believed
that stability increases the likelihood of the volunteer's
completing at least one year of service.
The second screening procedure is an orientation
session conducted by the agency to give the applicant
information about the organization and the commitment he or
she must make.

The applicants may then screen themselves

out of the program.
Provided the applicant remains interested following
these procedures, the local BB/BS agency gathers
information about the applicant from four sources.
Information is first gathered on the application blank (see
Appendix A).

In addition to demographic information, the

application also requests the names and addresses of four
persons to be contacted as references, the second source of
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information.

Three of the references must be persons who

have known the applicant at least three years, and the
fourth must be the applicant's immediate work supervisor.
The third source of information is a police record check.
Finally, a semi-structured interview is conducted between
the applicant and a caseworker employed by the agency.
Negative information from the references, police
check, or interview can lead to the applicant's being
rejected.

Although many applicants are screened out, there

is still the problem of attrition.

The reasons for

attrition have been a topic for study and concern.
Using a 26-item questionnaire, Thorelli and Appel
(1978a) attempted to identify the principle reasons Big
Brother volunteers of Austin, Texas, left the program.

The

Big Brother's personal and occupational commitments, such
as family additions, job transfer, or increased work loads,
were most relevant to the decision to withdraw.

The lack

of fulfillment in the relationship with the Little Brother
was also important to the withdrawl decision as was an
inappropriate match between the Big and Little Brother,
lack of responsiveness by the Little Brother's mother, and
a lack of "real effort" on the part of the Big Brother
himself.
The Big Brother's personal and occupational
commitments were interpreted as external, non-agency events
which could not be controlled by the agency, the Little
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Brother, or the Little Brother's mother (Thorelli & Appel,
1978a).

While it is probably true that the agency cannot

control these events once the Big Brother is matched, the
agency does have a great deal of control over whether or
not the applicant is accepted initially.

Thus, it may be

that this type of attrition is within the control of the
agency and may also reflect a problem which improved
selection procedures could ameliorate.
In his study, Swope (1978) classified the reasons for
attrition differently.

He found that reasons for attrition

among Big Brothers of Lansing, Michigan, could he
classified into one of three categories.

These categories

were defined according to the logic or understandability of
the Big Brother's reason for leaving.
The first category contains the most logical and
understandable reasons for attrition, and 45 percent of the
Big Brothers fit this category.

These reasons include

being transferred to a new city, changes in work, and
pressures of business.

Also included in this category are

Big Brothers who have served successfully in the program
and left at the natural conclusion of their match.

About

15 percent of the total number of Big Brothers in this
study had served in this manner (Swope, 1978).
Thirteen percent of those leaving the program fall
into the second category.

These reasons are less obvious

than those given in the first category.

Reasons such as

changes in the Big Brother's family structure and illness
of the Big Brother or a member of his family are included
in this category (Swope, 1978).

Others left heoause the

Little Brother had moved or died and the Big Brother was no
longer willing to continue in the program (Swope).
Prediction of these events is unlikely at the time of
selection.
The third category was comprised of the remaining 42
percent of the volunteers.

This category contains those

Big Brothers who left with little or no apparent
explanation.

These Big Brothers may have become

disinterested or indifferent and therefore withdrew from
the program.

Some cited reasons such as "the program was

not what they were looking for" or had performed
inadequately and withdrew at the request of the agency
(Swope, 1978). Others were known to have used the Big
Brother name to achieve other goals such as adoption,
employment, or political prestige (Swope, 1978).
As indicated, the second category in this study
contains those who have dropped out for reasons that likely
are not predictable at the time of selection (Swope, 1978).
The percentage of Big Brothers in this category is
relatively small however; thus, the first and third
categories are of greatest concern.

With the exception of

those who have served successfully, it would be desirable
to screen out the remaining 72 percent of the applicants--
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indicating that serious problems exist in the selection
procedure.

In order to improve selection, it is helpful to

identify volunteer characteristics which are related to
success.
Several volunteer characteristics related to success
have been identified in studies by Koury (1977), Hull
(1978), and Thorelli and Appel (1978b).

These

characteristics are the results of information collected

On

the volunteer application blank.
All three studies revealed that married Big Brothers
remained in the program longer than single, divorced, or
widowed Big Brothers; and the longer the Big Brother was
married, the longer the stay (Koury, 1977; Hull, 1978;
Thorelli & Appel, 1978b).

The number of children the Big

Brother had was also positively related to tenure (Koury,
1977).
Thorelli and Appel (1978b) studied nine variables and
their relationship to success (length of service).

The

variables were age, race, education level, occupational
status, employment-student status, marital status, parental
status, length of residence, and area of residence.

A

multiple regression analysis was performed using all nine
variables, and a multiple R of .41 was obtained (Thorelli &
Appel, 1978b).

The shrunken multiple R was .39, indicating

high stability in the multiple R.

In general, occupational

status, educational level, marital status (married rather
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than single), and employment-student status (full-time
employed person rather than either student or both employed
and student) were positively related to success (Thorelli &
Appel).
These studies indicate that certain items found on the
application blank, at least in some locations, are related
to the success or length

f service of a vo.Lunteer.

These

items may be weighted in such a manner that the agency will
know the probability of a volunteer's success at the time
of application.

A review of the weighted application blank

literature will help demonstrate the utility of information
found on the application blank.
Weighted Application Blanks
The items found on an application blank are typically
biographical data (biodata).

The importance of biodata as

an aid to both the prediction and comprehension of human
behavior is well documented (Owens, 1983).

This section

contains a comparison of biodata to other predictors, the
theories for biodata's success, and a description of the
uses of biodata as a predictor.

Also included is a

description of the procedures used for developing the
weighted application blank according to England (1971) and
also when using a multiple regression (MR) strategy.
All things being equal, the employee who quits or is
terminated relatively soon after being hired is not as
valuable as a longer term employee (Guion, 1965).
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Employers attempt to predict which applicants will, if
hired, stay with the company a specified minimum of time
(Guion, 1965).

A review of tests and inventories, letters

of recommendation, interviews, and biodata as predictors of
the tenure criterion demonstrates biodata's promising
potential as a predictor of tenure.
Schuh (1967) examined intelligence tests, aptitude
tests, interest inventories, personality tests, and job
satisfaction inventories as predictors of tenure.

There

were no systematic relationships between intelligence tests
and tenure or aptitude tests and tenure.

Positive,

negative, curvilinear, and zero results were all reported.
Interest inventories and personality tests yielded better
predictive results than intelligence or aptitude tests.
Personality tests showed significant relationships between
various scales on the inventory and tenure.

Job

satisfaction inventories showed positive relationships
between the level of expressed job satisfaction and tenure
(Schuh, 1967).
A frequently used criterion for validating letters of
recommendation is tenure (Muchinsky, 1983).

In a review of

letters of recommendation, Muchinsky found that their
average validity for tenure prediction was .13.

One of the

major problems with letters of recommendation is their
restricted range.

Since the applicants choose who will

write their letters, they select persons who will write

•
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favorable letters (Muchinsky).

Rarely is unfavorable

information included; therefore, letters do not
differentiate among applicants (Cascio, 1982).
Interviews are often used in employment decisions.
The interviewer's job is to develop accurate perceptions of
applicants and to evaluate these perceptions in light of
job requirements (Cascio, 1982).

Though the record of the

employment interview as a selection device has been dismal
(Cascio), its use continues.
The interview varies in its degree of structure.

A

study by Schwab and Heneman (1969) showed that the amount
of agreement between interviewers increased as the degree
of interview structure increased.

Interinterviewer

reliabilities for the structured interview group were
.79,and reliabilities for the unstructured interview group
were .36 (Schwab & Heneman).

Interviews should be

structured in order to provide a consistent measure of
applicants (Beatty & Schneier, 1981).

When interviews are

structured, interviewers know what to ask for and what to
do with the information received.
Biodata can be thought of as another format for
collecting structured interview information with the
advantages that (a) every "interviewee" is asked the
same question in exactly the same way, and (b) the
value judgements made by the "interviewer" are
standardized, relevant, and of known validity (Owens,
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1983, p, 611).
It is also faster and more economical to collect this
inforation using biodata since information on several
persons can be gathered at one time and no interviewer is
needed to collect these data.

Of the 21 studies using

biographical data examined by Schuh (1967), only two failed
to find at least one item related to the tenure criterion.
It appears that some items in an applicant's personal
history can be found to relate to tenure in most jobs
(Schuh).

This may overstate the utility of biodata since

several items are used; therefore it is possible find one
item relating to tenure by chance alone.

Six of the

studies were cross-validated using either a hoidout group
or a follow up group.

In all six cases, there was a

decrease in the effectiveness of the instruments; however,
the instruments remained valid as predictors.

The mean

validation sample r for the six studies was .59, and the
mean cross-validation r was .42.
Mosel and Wade (1951) used a weighted application
blank to reduce turnover in department store sales clerks.
Based on the cost of training new employees and the time
needed for new employees to repay the training investment,
six months of service were required for the company to
"break even" (Mosel & Wade, 1951).

The unsuccessful group

used for this study had remained on the job six months or
less, thus falling below the break even point.

The
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successful group had remained on the job one year or more,
allowing the company to profit from the training investment
(Mosel & Wade, 1951).

A correlation of .41 was obtained

when the weighted application blank was cross-validated
using a sample from another store within the same city.
Kirchner and Dunnette (1957) used length of service as
the criterion in a weighted application blank study based
on female office employees who held or performed a variety
of office jobs.

The high criterion group had remained on

the job 19 months or more while the low criterion group
remained nine months or less (Kirchner & Dunnette). When
cross-validated, the correlation between length of service
and weighted application blank scores was .42 (Kirchner &
Dunnette).
Other studies using weighted application blanks have
yielded similar results.

The correlation between the

weighted application blank and tenure of clerical and
secretarial employees was .56 when cross-validated (Lee &
Booth, 1974). Using a tenure criterion, Scott and Johnson
(1967) developed a weighted application blank to select
unskilled employees.

A correlation of .45 was obtained

when the weighted application was applied to a
cross-validation sample (Scott & Johnson).
It is clear from these studies that the weighted
application blank is a consistently useful predictor of
tenure in a variety of jobs.

However, these studies do not
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offer any explanation of why biodata works.

Reasons for

the success of biodata have been offered however by
Wernimont and Campbell (1968), Asher (1972), and Schwab and
Oliver (1974).
Theories for Biodata's Success
According to Wernimont and Campbell (1968), the
success of biodata may be explained by the notion of
"behavioral consistency."

The behavioral consistency

notion is based on the idea that "the best predictor of
future performance is past performance."

Biographical

items represent an attempt to assess previous acheivement
A

on similar types of activities (Wernimont & Campbell).
close relationship between previous acheivements and the
criterion to be predicted results in higher validity
coefficients.

Asher (1972) has presented three possible explanations
for the success of biodata: the nonfiction theory, the
relevant item theory, and the point-to-point theory.

The

basis of the nonfiction theory is that "the scorable
application blank is representative of an individual's
history while other predictors, especially the unstructured
interview, may be a caricature" (Asher, p.258).

The

scorable application blank is more apt to be a systematic,
comprehensive collection of factual information about the
applicant (Asher).
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Lykken and Rose (1963) argue that a serious limitation
to psychological prediction is the "assumption of
homoscedasticity" (p.140).

The assumption is that all

areas of a predictor space are equally valid for the
prediction of a specific criterion behavior.
assumption is false.

This

A test as a predictor contains both

relevant and irrelevant items for the prediction of a
specific criterion space.

Thus, the predictor space for a

test is heteroscedastic (Asher).

According to Asher's

relevant item theory, the scored application blank works
since only the items related to the criterion are scored.
Thus, the scored application blank has a predictor space
which is homoscedastic since all the items are selected to
predict a specific criterion space (Asher).
It is often assumed that "criterion behavior is
controlled or determined by such generalized mediators as
traits, aptitudes, or intelligence" (Asher, p.260).
attempt is then made to measure these mediators.

An

According

to the point-to-point theory, the scorable application may
be effective because it does not attempt to make
predictions by measuring general mediators such as
intelligence.

Instead, successful prediction results from

a "point-to-point correspondence between the predictor
space and criterion space" (Asher, p.260).

The more points

the predictor and criterion have in common, the greater
will be the validity coefficient.
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Providing a more negative assessment, Schwab and
Oliver (1974) suggest that the apparent success of biodata
is due to the substantial possibility of capitalizing on
chance relationships since biodata studies typically begin
with a large number of variables.

They further suggest

that studies which have insignificant results or fail in
replication are often suppressed or buried (Schwab &
Oliver, 1974).

The claims made by Schwab and Oliver are

based on four studies which the authors "exhumed" for
examination.

All four studies failed to maintain

significant predictor/criterion relationships when
cross-validated.
These claims are not completely accurate, however.
The development of biodata scoring keys do capitalize on
chance, especially when sample sizes are small (Hunter &
Hunter, 1984).

That is, items may be selected which

correlate with the criterion by chance alone in the
validation sample as well as items which are actually
related to the criterion.

Thus, sampling error causes

biased estimates of validity in the validation sample.
Cross-validation estimates, however, do not capitalize on
chance (Hunter & Hunter, 1984).

The cross-validation

coefficients are computed by correlating the items selected
in the validation sample with the criterion scores of a new
sample.

A smaller validity coefficient is usually obtained

for the cross-validation sample since chance no longer
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influences the potential predictor/criterion relationship.
Thus, chance relationships caused by sampling error are
accounted for by using a cross-validation sample, and the
cross-validation coefficient is the appropriate statistic
for determining the success of a biodata scoring key.
Nevertheless, the literature cited in this review
generally demonstrates biodata's utility as a predictor of
tenure compared to other selection devices.

Also, the

success of biodata in a variety of jobs has been presented
as well as the theories of biodata's success.

What follows

is a description of two alternate procedures for developing
weighted application blanks.

England's (1971) weighting

scheme is presented first followed by the use of multiple
regression analysis as an alternate weighting procedure.
Weighting the Application Blank:
,England's (1971) Procedure vs. MR Analysis
Two procedures are commonly used for assigning weights
to the application blank items.
developed by England (1971).

The first procedure was

This procedure requires two

criterion groups: (a) a high criterion group which consists
of desirable employees or employees that perform well on
the criterion measure, and (b) a low criterion group
consisting of undesirable or poor performing employees.
Each criterion group is then subdivided into a validation
group and a cross-validation group.

The validation group

is used to identify and weight the items which
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differentiate between criterion groups.

The weighted items

are then validated using the cross-validation groups
(England.
The second weighting procedure utilizes MR analysis.
Using MR analysis, the criterion measure is regressed on
the items on the application blank.

The result is a

regression equation which is used to predict the success of
future applicants.

The s'..:ability of the regression weights

are then tested using a shrinkage formula.
Both weighting procedures assign weights to the items
on the application blank based on the magnitude of the
differences between the criterion groups for each item.
These weights are then combined to form a predictor score.
Thus, a linear relationship is assumed between the weighted
items on the application blank and the criterion.

There

are however noteworthy differences between these
procedures.
Using England's (1971) procedure, each item is
weighted independently of other items.

As such, the

procedure does not take into account potential
relationships among the differentiating items.

Therefore,

it is not known whether each item is accounting for some
unique variance in the criterion or whether several items
are accounting for the same portion of criterion variance.
A portion of the criterion space could be predicted based
on several items while another portion is predicted by a

single item.

The overall weighted application blank score

is based on the sum of all the weighted items.

Due to this

possibility of redundant information, it is therefore
possible for two successful applicants in the validation
sample to receive very different weighted application blank
scores.

An applicant high in an area of much redundancy

would receive a higher score than an applicant low in that
area but high in an area of little redundancy; thus the
validity of the instrument is reduced.
This problem, technically referred to as
multicollinearity, is taken into account in the MR
procedure.
4

Using the MR procedure, two predictors

accounting for roughly the same portion of the criterion
space are not equally weighted.

The predictor which

accounts for more of the common criterion variance is
allocated a weight reflecting all that shared variance.
The remaining predictor is either dropped or receives a
very small weight reflecting the variance for which it
uniquely accounts.
When multicollinearity occurs, one of the duplicate or
parallel items which differentiate between the criterion
groups and has predictive potential is either eliminated or
receives a smaller weight compared to the other item which
has equal or greater criterion-related validity.

The

weighting of items is based on obtained differences within
the validation sample.

Thus, in a second sample, an item
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which was rejected or received a smaller weight may account
for more variance than it did in the original sample
indicating that the item should have been retained or
received a higher weight.

This is the problem of stability

of regression weights which is a function of sample size
and the degree of multicollinearity.
As an alternative to weighting the items individually,
items may be combined prior to the weighting in the MR
procedure.

Using factor analysis, it is possible to first

group the items which are intercorrelated.

The score of

this single group of items or factor score is then weighted
in the MR equation.
There are several advantages to using factor analysis
in this situation.

First, stability of the regression

weights is increased since stability is related to the
degree of multicollinearity.

Each factor is internally

consistent since the items within each factor are tapping
the same "underlying" dimension or construct.

This also

tends to increase the stability of the instrument.

Several

items measuring the same construct provide a more reliable
measurement of the construct than a single item.

Also,

factor analysis groups the predictors, which results in a
larger ratio of sample size to number of predictors in the
regression equation.

Thus, all the items accounting for

the same portion of variance in the criterion are weighted
as a unit thereby reducing the potential for spurious
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relationships associated with small samples to occur
(Weiss, 1983).
As a second advantage, factor analytic studies may be
employed to discover patterns of relationships between the
criterion and predictors in order to gain some conceptual
understanding about what the predictors are tapping
(Borman, Rcsse, & Abrahams, 1980).

Thus, the underlying

constructs which give rise to the intercorrelating
application blank items are more easily identified.

By

identifying these constructs, it is possible to better
explain and thereby enhance criterion prediction.
Given this identification of constructs, a third
advantage becomes evident.

As mentioned previously, the

factors are optimally weighted in the MR equation.

Thus,

factors which are weighted highest are accounting for the
most variance in the criterion.

Therefore, a guide is

provided for writing future items which may tap these
constructs (Borman, Rosse, & Abrahams, 1980).

Writing

additional items may potentially increase the construct
validity of these identified construct measures, making
them more reliable and perhaps more relevant.

The factors

which are not weighted are not predictive of the criterion;
therefore, writing additional items to tap these constructs
would not be beneficial.
The expected result of all these considerations is an
increase in the validity of an instrument developed through
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factor analysis over weighting the items separately.

Since

the validity is limited by the reliability, higher validity
can be obtained as a result of increasing the internal
consistency of the underlying constructs within the
instrument through factor analysis.
Shrinkaap_ Estimation:
England's (1971) Procedure vs. MR Analysis
Both England's (1971) procedure and the MR procedure
take advantage of chance relationships in the validation
sample.

Therefore, it is necessary to obtain an estimate

of the extent to which the weighting process "overfits" the
prediction of the criterion.

England's procedure, as

stated earlier, requires that each criterion group be
subdivided into a validation group and a cross-validation
group.

The cross-validation group is used to estimate the

shrinkage or amount to which the weighting took advantage
of chance relationships.
shrinkage.

This is empirical estimation of

The MR approach does not require a

cross-validation group.

Instead, the amount of shrinkage

can be accurately estimated using a shrinkage formula
(formula-based shrinkage estimation).

This is an important

difference in the two weighting procedures.
Murphy (1983; 1984) has argued that empirical
estimation of shrinkage is rarely appropriate.

Based on

Monte Carlo studies, he demonstrated that, when random
sampling assumptions are met, formula-based shrinkage
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estimations and empirical shrinkage estimations lead to
nearly identical conclusions in cross-validation of
regression equations (Murphy, 1983).

Empirical

cross-validation is useful to the degree that it allows one
to adjust for the effects of systematic sampling error
which is not accounted for by formula estimation.

In

studies using a single-sample design (dividing a sample
into validation and cross-validation groups), empirical
estimations are insensitive to violations of sampling error
and, therefore, only random errors are adjusted.

Sampling

errors occur at the time the sample is taken from the
population.

Sampling error, therefore, has its effect

regardless of the number of ways the sample is partitioned
(Murphy, 1983).

Thus, Murphy argues, cross-validation

designs do not achieve their intended purpose.
Formula estimations offer a number of advantages over
empirical estimation.

First, empirical methods do not

allow reseachers to use all the available data for the
validation sample (Murphy, 1984).

Using England's (1971)

procedure, one-chird of the sample must be used for
cross-validation.

Thus, the validation sample loses

one-third of the available information, and the item
weights are based on a smaller sample than in the MR
approach.

Since the stability of the item weights is a

function of sample size, these weights should be less
stable-- thereby causing higher shrinkage in England's
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procedure than in the MR weights.
A second advantage of using formula estimation is the
ease of computing the shrinkage (Murphy, 1984).

Empirical

estimation requires the weighted application blank to be
applied to each subject in the cross-validation sample.
The correlation between the weighted application blank
score and the cross-validation sample then provides an
estimate of the amount of shrinkage.

Formula estimation

simply involves adjusting the multiple correlaton by a
function of the obtained multiple correlation, the number
of subjects, and the number of predictor variables (Murphy,
1984).
Finally, formula estimations appear to provide good
estimates of the population multiple correlation (Murphy,
1984).

Several formulas exist for estimating the amount of

shrinkage for the MR procedure (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1982).
Given these advantages, it is appropriate to use formula
estimation rather than cross-validation to estimate the
external validity of the MR procedure.

It is not

appropriate to use formula estimation for England's (1971)
procedure since England's procedure is not based on
multiple regression analyses.
Hypotheses
Based on the literature reviewed, two hypotheses
appear justified.
I. The weighted application blank and the MR equation
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will both predict the tenure criterion.
II. The MR equation will yield a shrunken r that is
higher than the cross-validation estimate obtained using
England's (1971) method.

Chapter III
Methodology
Subjects
Application blanks from volunteers to Big Brothers and
Big Sisters of Greater Jacksonville, Florida, Inc. were
examined.

A sample of 84 successful and 56 unsuccessful

Big Brother (BB) applications and 43 successful and 32
unsuccessful Big Sister applications were selected from the
BB/BS files on the basis of their criterion scores.

All

applications meeting the criterion requirements were
selected for use in this study.
The Criterion Measure
The criterion measure of success in the present study
is the length of a BB-LB or BS-LS match.

A match is

considered successful by Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
America if the match lasts one year or more; therefore, the
criterion measure for success in this study was defined as
a match lasting one year or more.
In this study, the unsuccessful criterion is a match
lasting six months or less.

A match lasting between six

and 12 months is also considered unsuccessful by Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of America.

However, to increase the

criterion group variance in the present study, only matches
26
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lasting six months or less were selected as unsuccessful.
A cautionary note is appropriate here.

It is

sometimes the case that a match may be terminateu earlier
than the recorded termination date.

For example, a match

officially lasting 13 months may have actually lasted only
The caseworker may become aware during the

ten months.

thirteenth month of the match that the BB or BS has been
seeing the LB or LS less often than is required during the
past three months and terminate the match.

A match such as

this would be erroneously classified as successful.

Due to

the confidentiality of information contained in the BB/BS
files, reasons for the termination of matches could not be
obtained.

Thus, there is a possibility that some

unsuccessful matches are included in the successful
criterion group (see Reference note 1).

Developing the Item Weighting Schemes
Coding the BB/BS Application Blank
The BB/BS volunteer application blank is shown in
Appendix A.

As can be seen from the application blank,

several items had item response categories already
specified (e.g. race, religion).

Others are continuous

(e.g. age, education level) and were to be placed into
interval categories for weighting using England's (1971)
scheme only.

For example, age was categorized as less than

or equal to 25 years and greater than 25 years.

MR
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analysi3 does not require continuous variables to be
categorized.
The following items required the respond i- ts to
generate their own respsonses rather than have a specified
or continuous response category:
Occupation
Spouse's occupation
Why do you want to be a Big Brother/Big Sister
Prior volunteer experience
Prior experience with children
Through content analysis, categories were created for
these item responses by listing the responses given on
cards and sorting the responses into conceptually distinct
categories.

This process involved several members of the

Industrial/Organizational Psychology graduate program at
Western Kentucky University serving as raters independently
placing the responses into categories.

Thus, each

individual "rater" was given the list of item responses and
a list of the categories and asked to place each item
response into the category they felt was appropriate.

A

measure of inter-rater reliability for the categorization
was then computed.
England's (1971) Weighting Scheme
England's (1971) method for weighting application
blanks requires that each criterion group be divided into a
validation group and a cross-validation group.
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Approximately one-third of the applications from each group
were randomly selected and placed into the cross-validaton
groups.

Thus, the successful BB validation group consisted

of 57 applications, and the cross-validation group
consisted of 27 applications.

The unsuccessful BB sample

was subdivided into a validation group consisting of 38
applications in the validation group and 18 in the
cross-validation group.

Similarly, the BS success

validation group consisted of 29 applications, and the
cross-validation group consisted of 14 applications.

The

unsuccessful BS group was subdivded into a validation group
comprised of 21 applications and a cross-validation group
consisting of 11 applications (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
Validation and Cross-validation Samples
Bia Brother Sample
Unsuccessful
Successful
Validation Cross-Validation
Validation Cross-Validation
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
38
18
27
57
Bi_a Sister Sample
Unsuccessful
Successful
Validation Cross-Validation
Validation Cross-validation
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
11
21
29
14
Combined Sample
Unsuccessful
Successful
Validation Cross-validation
Validation Cross-validation
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
29
41
59
86
In order to determine whether a single scoring key
could be used to predict for both BB and BS applicants,
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three separate scoring keys were developed.
scoring key was based on the BB sample only.

The first
The second

The third was based on

was based on the BS sample only.

The multiple correlations

the combined BB and BS samples.

obtained for each sex were then compared to the multiple
correlation obtained from the combined sex group to
determine whether one weighted application blank could be
used for both BB and BS volunteers.
The type and number of items which can be analyzed
;i

depends on the content of the application blank. used by the
The items selected for

organization (England, 1971).

weighting must differentiate between criterion groups.
Non-differentiating items have no predictive value and are,
therefore, discarded from the weighting procedure (England,
1971).
The items which differentiate between criterion groups
are the only items weighted.

In determining item weights,

the number of subjects from each validation group who fall
into each response category is recorded.

These numbers are

converted to percentages for each group.

The percentages

from the low validation criterion group are subtracted from
the corresponding percentages in the high validation
criterion group (England, 1971).

Net weights for these

differences in percentages are secured directly from the
appropriate part of three tables developed by E. K. Strong
(reproduced in England, 1971).

Both positive and negative
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weights are derived from these tables.

England (1971)

recommends that net weights be converted to assigned
weights with smaller positive values to simplify scoring.
After the assigned weights have been determined, these
item weights are applied to the item responses of the
individuals in the high and low cross-validation criterion
groups.

Distributions of total scores for each

cross-validation group were plotted graphically to obtain
an overall picture of how well the group weighted item
responses separate desirable from undesirable applicants
(England, 1971).

If the weighting procedure is successful,

there is a bunching of scores at the high end of the graph
for the high criterion cross-validation group and a
bunching of scores at the low end for the low criterion
cross-validation group.
Multiple Regression Weighting Scheme
The validation group for the MR analysis consisted of
all the applications which met the criterion requirements.
Thus, 140 BB applications (84 successful and 56
unsuccessful) and 75 BS applications (43 successful and 32
unsuccessful) were used to weight the volunteer application
blank.

Separate regressions for BB and BS applications

were performed as well as a combined regression.
Categorical items were coded using orthogonal coding.
These items include religion, race, marital status, and the
items categorized using content analysis.

The actual
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coding could not take place until the data were collected
since the number of categories for each item was unknown.
Continuous item responses on the application blank did
not require any special coding.
After coding the items, a factor analysis was
performed to identify the underlying constructs being
tapped on the application blank.

A Principle Components

analysis with Varimax rotation was used to identify the
factors (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Stienbrenner, and Bent, 1975).
Factor scores were computed for each factor by converting
the variable score in each factor to standardized scores.
The standardized scores were then summed and the mean
computed.

These factor scores were entered in the MR

equation.
Analyses
In order to determine whether Hypothesis I was
supported, a multiple correlation was computed between the
solution obtained using England's method and the tenure
criterion and between the MR equation and the tenure
criterion.

The significance level used was .05.

The validity of eact weighting procedure was estimated
using the appropriate cross-validation estimate.

A

comparison of the estimated cross-validities would indicate
whether Hypothesis II was supported.

This comparison was

performed using the following formula:
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where N is the sample size,
r- ty

is the sample correlation of X and Y,
is the sample correlation of X and Z, and

ryy

is the sample correlation of Y and Z (Glass

and Stanley, 1970, p. 313,.
Using a one-tail test of significance, the obtained value
of z must exceed the critical value of 1.65 to support the
hypothesis that the cross-validities for the two weighting
procedures are significantly different (Glass and Stanley,
1970).
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Reference note 1: While the actual number of cases in which
unsuccessful volunteers were misclassified as successful
could not be obtained by the researcher, personal
communication with members of the BB/BS staff in
Jacksonville suggests that this occurred in less than five
percent of the cases.

CHAPTER IV
Results
The resu]ts of this study are presented in four
sections.

First, the results of the content analysis of

applcation blank items which required applicants to
generate their own responses are provided.

Second, the

results of England's (1971) weighting scheme are presented.
Third, the results of the MR analysis are presented.
Finally, a comparison of the validity coefficients of
England's (1971) weighting scheme and the MR analysis is
provided.
Content Analysis Results
Six application blank items required applicants to
generate their own responses.

In order for the items to be

weighted, the responses were categorized into conceptually
distinct categories using content analysis.

The following

items were content analyzed:
Occupation
Spouse's occupation
Why do you want to be a Big Brother/Big Sister?
Prior volunteer experience
Prior experience with children
Religion
35
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Initially, the categories specified for "Occupation"
and "Spouse's Occupation" were the following:
professional,

technical, clerical, skilled, unskilled,

other, and none.
Nine members of the Industrial/Organizational
Psychology graduate program at Western Kentucky University
independently sorted the item responses into the
aforementioned categories.

The modal response of the

raters was recorded as the category for each subject's
occupation or spouse's occupation.

For example, if six

raters categorized an occupation as "Technical" and three
raters categorized the occupation as "Other," the
occupation was coded "Technical."
A measure of the inter-rater reliability was obtained
by computing the mean percent of modal agreement.

That is,

if six of the nine raters categorized an occupation into
the same category, the mode of raters in agreement is six
and the percent of mode agreement is 66.667 percent.

The

mean of these percents provides an estimate of the degree
of agreement among raters for all subjects' occupations and
spouse's occupations.

The mean percent of modal agreement

for occupation and spouse's occupation was 68.8 percent.
Frequency distributions of the occupation codings
provided evidence that too many categories were used for
coding these items.

That is, the number of subjects in

each category was too small for adequate differentiation
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between criterion groups.

Thus, the occupational

categories were collapsed and recoded as follows:
White Collar = Professional & Technical
Clerical = Clerical
Blue Collar = Skilled & Unskilled
Other = Other
Additionally, more than one mode was obtained in
approximately ten percent of the cases.

In order to

resolve this problem, the raters and the researcher met to
discuss and code these occupations using the original
occupation categories.

Typically, the job title or

occupation stated in these cases did not provide enough
information for proper categorization.

For example,

several military employed persons listed their pay grade
only (e. g. E-6 U.S. Navy).

These military occupations

were coded as "Skilled" since many military jobs are
skilled trades and military personnel receive training for
these jobs.

Non-military jobs which obtained more than one

mode were familiar to some raters and not others.

In these

cases, raters unfamiliar with the job were able to obtain
additional information from other raters and, thus,
recategorize the occupation based on this information.
The inter-rater reliability was not recomputed
following these changes since the raters were no longer
making independent ratings of the occupations.

Recomputing

the inter-rater reliability including the group determined
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categorizations would result in an over-estimate of the
reliability.
The inter-rater reliability reported here is probably
an under-estimate of the reliability of the ratings since
it is based on the original occupation categories rather
than the collapsed categories.

Using fewer categories may

have resulted in higher agreement among raters.
The item responses for the "Why do you want to be a
Big Brother/Big Sister?" were coded using categories
identified by three Big Biother caseworkers from the Big
Brothers organization in Bowling Green, Kentucky.

These

categories are as follows:
Personal satisfaction
Mutual satisfaction
Altruistic reasons
Help someone less fortunate
Like children
Have something to offer
Relate personal background experience
Selfish reasons
Other
Six raters independently categorized this item's
responses into the above categories.

The raters used for

this categorization were members of the Clinical and School
Psychology graduate programs at Western Kentucky
University.

Using the mean percent of modal agreement, the
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inter-rater reliability of the codings was assessed.

The

mean percent of modal agreement was 69.0 percent.
As was the case with the occupation items, the
categories were collapsed to increase the number of
subjects in each category.

The collapsed categories and

the original categories combined are listed below.
Satisfaction = Personal satisfaction & Mutual
satisfaction
Altruism = Altruistic reasons & Help someone
less fortunate
Child-Centered = Likes children & Have something
to offer & Relate personal
background experience
Selfish = Selfish
Other = Other
Responses resulting in more than one mode were recoded
during a meeting with the raters.

The inter-rater

reliability was not recomputed for the same reasons as
discussed above for the occupation items.
The item "Prior volunteer experience" was coded
dichotomously (Yes-No) since 46.2 percent of the volunteers
had no prior volunteer experience.

Categorizing the

remaining responses would have resulted in too few subjects
in each category for differentiation among responses.
For the item "Prior experience with children," the
researcher identified the following categories based on the
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experiences listed by the applicants:
Paid (e. g. Teaching, Babysitting)
Optional (e. g. Neighborhood children, Nieces or
Nephews)
Voluntary (e. g. Scout Leader, Little League
Coach)
Special Children (e. g. Juvenile Delinquents,
Handicapped Children)
Church (e. g. Sunday School Teacher, Church
Nursery)
Family (e. g. Siblings, Own Children)
None
Since applicants were able to respond in more than one
category, each category was coded as a dichotomous
variable.

Thus, "Prior volunteer experience" was treated

as seven different items each requiring a Yes-No response.
For the item "Religion," 12 different responses were
given by the applicants.

In order to code this item for

use, two subject matter experts were consulted to
categorize the responses into fewer categories.

The

subject matter experts were Western Kentucky University
faculty members trained in theology.

These categories and

the religions which comprise them are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
Categories for Religion
Liturgical Protestant

Roman Catholic
Catholic
Total

N= 43

Christian

N=18

N= 43

Presbyterian

N= 4

Methodist

N=15

Protestant

N=21

Free Church Protestant
Baptist

N=59

Lutheran

N= 5

Pentacostal

N= 6

Episcopalian

N= 7

Assembly of God

N= 3

AME

N=2
Total

N=73

Total

N=70

None
Total N= 25

Appendix B provides a list of all variables used for
both the England (1971) weighting procedure and the MR
analysis procedure.
England's (1971) Weighting Scheme Results
Three application blank scoring keys were developed
using England's (1971) weighting scheme to determine
whether a single scoring key could be used to predict for
both BB and BS volunteers.

The results of the BS scoring

key are presented first followed by the BB scoring key and,
finally, the scoring key based on the combined BB and BS
application blanks.
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BS Scoring Key
Based on a random sample of 29 successful (high) and
21 unsuccessful (low) validation group application blanks,
seven of the 30 application blank items were identified
which differentiated between the high and low BS
volunteers.
0 to 2.

The assigned weights of items could range from

Thus, items were considered to differentiate

between criterion groups if assigned weights of 0 and 2
were applied to the item's response categories.

These

items were cross-validated on a sample of 14 high and 11
low cross validation group BS volunteers.

The items and

their descriptive statistics are reported in Table 3.
For the BS validation sample, scores on the weighted
application blank were significantly correlated (r = .48)
with the tenure criterion.

However, the application blank

scores from the cross-validation sample and the criterion
correlated .17 (p = .203).

Three of the items (length of

residency, length of job tenure, and prior experience with
children: paid) differentiated between criterion groups
when cross-validated.

However, four items which had

differentiated between criterion groups in the validation
sample did not differentiate between cross-validation
criterion groups.

These items were age, occupation,

education, and reason for volunteering.

This resulted in

less differentiation in the total WAB scores between
criterion groups and, thus, a smaller correlation between
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total scores and criterion scores.
TABLE 3
Big Sister Validation and Cross-validation
Items and Descriptive Statistics

Assigned
Weight

Item

Category

Age
(yrs.)

< 25
> 25
Mean
SD

Res.
(mos.)

< 18
> 18
Mean
SD

0
2

()cc.

White
All Other
Mean
SD

Job Ten. < 24
(mos.) > 24
Mean
SD

Validation
Percent
High Low

Cross-Validation
Percent
Low
High

65.7
33.3
.667
.966

50.0
50.0
1.000
1.038

45.5
54.5
1.091
1.044

13.8
86.2
1.724
.702

28.6
71.4
1.429
.960

14.3
85.7
1.714
.726

36.4
63.6
1.273
1.009

2
0

62.1
37.9
1.241
.998

23.8
76.2
.476
.873

35.7
64.3
.714
.994

36.4
63.6
.727
1.009

0
2

48.3
51.7
1.034
1.017

81.0
19.0
.381
.805

42.9
57.1
1.143
1.207

72.7
27.3
.545
.934

0
2

37.4
62.1
1.241
.988

Educ.

< 12
13-15
> 16
Mean
SD

0
1
2

34.5
24.1
41.4
1.069
.884

52.4
38.1
9.5
.571
.676

50.0
21.4
28.6
.786
.893

45.5
18.2
36.4
.909
.944

Paid

Yes
No
Mean
SD

2
0

68.9
31.0
1.345
.936

52.4
47.6
.952
1.024

42.9
57.1
1.143
1.027

81.8
18.2
.364
.809

Reason
for
Volun.

0
Altruism
Satisfact. 1
Child-Cent. 2
Mean
SD

17.2
31.0
51.7
1.345
.769

42.9
23.8
33.3
.905
.899

35.7
21.4
42.9
1.071
.917

9.1
27.3
63.6
1.545
.688

Total

Mean
SD

9.000
3.586

5.381
2.889

7.571
3.368

6.455
3.142
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BE Scoring Key
Similar results were obtained for the BB volunteers.
Five items differentiated between the validation criterion
groups.

The validation groups consisted of 56 high

criterion and 38 low criterion subjects.

These items and

their descriptive statistics are reported in Table 4.
The correlation between the WAB score and the
criterion for the validation sample was .49 (p < .05).
This correlation shrank to .10 (p = .259) when cross
validated on a sample of 27 high criterion and 18 low
criterion group subjects.

While the items age and length

of residency differentiated between groups in
cross-validation, the items marital status, job tenure, and
education failed to differentiate between criterion groups
when cross validated.
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TABLE 4
Big Brother Validation and Cross-validation
Items and Descriptive Statistics

Assigned
Weight

Validation
Percent
High
Low

Cross-Validation
Percent
High
Low

Item

Category

Age

< 25
> 25
Mean
SD

0
2

19.6
80.4
1.607
.802

55.3
44.7
.895
1.008

33.3
66.7
1.333
.961

50.0
50.0
1.000
1.029

Res.

< 18
> 18
Mean
SD

0
2

23.2
76.8
1.536
.852

52.6
47.4
.947
1.012

18.5
81.5
1.630
.792

27.8
72.2
1.444
.922

Marital

Single
Divorced
Married
Mean
SD

0
1
2

28.6
17.9
53.6
1.250
.879

55.3
15.8
28.9
.737
.891

29.6
14.8
55.6
1.259
.903

33.3
22.2
44.4
1.111
.900

Job Ten. < 24
> 24
Mean
SD

0
2

42.9
57.1
1.143
.999

63.2
36.8
.737
.978

48.1
51.9
1.037
1.018

44.4
55.6
1.111
1.023

Educ.

< 12
13-15
>16
Mean
SD

0
2
1

19.6
37.5
42.9
1.232
.763

50.0
13.2
36.8
.632
.714

29.6
37.0
33.3
1.074
.829

16.7
33.3
50.0
1.167
.707

Total

Mean
SD

6.768
2.404

3.947
2.760

6.333
2.236

5.833
2.895

Combined Sample Results
The WAB based on the combined samples of BB and BS
volunteers also failed to cross-validate.

Table 5 reports

the descriptive statistics for the five items which
differentiated between the validation criterion groups.
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TABLE 5
Combined Sample Validation and Cross-validation
Items and Descriptive Statistics

Item

Category

Assigned
Weight

Validation
Low
High

Cross-Validation
High
Low

Age

< 25
> 25
Mean
SD

0
,
4

24.7
75.3
1.506
.868

59.3
40.7
.814
.991

36.6
63.4
1.268
.975

48.3
51.7
1.034
1.017

Res.

< 18
> 18
Mean
SD

0
2

20.0
80.0
1.600
.805

45.8
54.2
1.085
1.005

17.1
82.9
1.659
.762

31.0
69.0
1.379
.942

Marital

Single
Divorced
Married
Mean
SD

0
1
2

34.1
17.6
48.2
1.141
.902

55.9
15.3
28.8
.729
.887

34.1
19.5
46.3
1.122
.900

44.8
17.2
37.9
.931
.923

Job Ten.

< 24
> 24
Mean
SD

0
2

47.1
52.9
1.059
1.004

67.8
32.2
.644
.943

43.9
56.1
1.122
1.005

55.2
44.8
.897
1.012

Educ.

< 12
> 12
Mean
SD

24.7
75.3
1.506
.868

50.8
49.2
.983
1.008

34.1
65.9
1.317
.960

27.6
72.4
1.448
.910

6.812
2.589

4.254
2.509

6.488
2.158

5.690
2.867

Total

Mean
SD

2

The correlation between WAB scores and the criterion
for the validation group was .44 (p < .05).

The successful

validation group consisted of 85 subjects and the
unsuccessful validation group consisted of 59 subjects.
The correlation between WAB scores and the criterion for
the cross-validation group was .16 (p > .05 using a
one-tail test of significance).

The cross-validation
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groups consisted of 41 successful subjects and 29
unsuccessful subjects.

The items length of residency and

length of job tenure differentiated between
cross-validation criterion groups.

The items age, marital

status, and education were not predictive of the tenure
criterion for the cross-validation groups.
MR Analysis Results
Three MR equations were developed in order to
determine whether a single equation could be used to
predict for both BB and BS applicants.
these equations required three steps.

The development of
First, the

categorical and content analyzed items were recoded for
orthogonal comparisons between response categories.
Second, the items were factor analyzed.

Finally, the

factors were weighted in the MR equations.

Each of these

steps is discussed below.
Coding the Categorical and Content Analyzed Items
Categorical items and the content analyzed items
required recoding for use in the MR analysis.

In order to

make comparisons between the response categories for each
item, each response category was recoded as a dichotomous
variable.

Thus, each response category was treated as a

single varjable.

These items and their response categories

are listed in Table 6.
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TABLE 6
Recoded Items and Response Categories
Occupation
Religion
xWhite Collar
xRoman Catholic
xBlue Collar
xFree Church Protestant
xClerical
xLiturgical Protestant
xOther
None
Reason for Volunteering
xRa.7e
xSatisfaction
White
xAltruism
Black
xChild-centered
xPrior Volunteer Experience
Marital Status
Yes
xSingle
No
xMarried
xDivorced
Prior Experience With Children
xVoluntary
xPaid
xFamily
xOptional
xChurch
xSpecial Children
None
x indicates dichotomized variable
Factor Analysis of Items
Using a Principle Components analysis with Varimax
rotation, factors were identified for the separate BB and
BS samples and the combined sample (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,
Stienbrenner, & Bent, 1975).

A four factor solution was

judged best for the BB sample and the BS sample.

For the

combined sample, a five factor solution was judged best.
These judgements were based on two criteria.

First, the

items which had factor loadings of .40 or greater were
selected for inclusion.

Second, the items selected for

each factor had to make some conceptual sense.
underlying construct should emerge.

That is, an

These factors and the

variables combined to form them are listed in Table 7.
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TABLE 7
Factor Analysis Results

I.PROFESSIONAL
Education
Voluntary
White Collar
(-)Clerical
III.CULTURAL
Residency
Race
Free Church
(-)Liturgical

Big Sister Sample
II.MARITAL
(-)Single
Married
Satisfaction
Spouse Occ. White Collar
Spouse Occ. Blue Collar
IV.STABILITY
Age
Job Tenure
Divorced
Total Kids
(-)Special Children
Big Brother Sample

I.FAMILY
Age
Family
(-)Church
(-)Single
Married
Spouse Occ. Other
Total Kids
III.CHILDREN
Job Tenure
Special Children
Clerical
Child-centered

II.PROFESSIONAL
(-)Residency
Education
White Collar
(-)Blue Collar
Catholic

IV .VOLUNTARY
Voluntary
Prior Vol Experience
(-)Free Church
Liturgical
Combined Sample

III.CULTURAL
II.PROFESSIONAL
I.STABILITY
Residency
(-)Education
Age
Race
(-)White Collar
Job Tenure
Free Church
Clerical
(-)Single
(-)Liturgical
Blue Collar
Married
Spouse Occ. Other (-)Catholic
V.VALUES
IV.DIVORCED
Payed
Divorced
sm
(-)Altrui
Collar
White
Occ.
(-)Spouse
Child Centered
(-)Spouse Occ. Clerical
(-) indicates negative loading with factor.
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A factor score was computed for each factor by
converting the variable score in each factor to
The standardized scores were then

standardized scores.

summed and the mean was computed.

These factor scores were

then entered in the MR analysis.
Weighting the Factors
A stepwise procedure was used to select factors for
inclusion in the MR equation.

The stepwise procedure

enters into the MR equation factors which meet statistical
significance when the criterion is regressed on the
factors.

The significance level for this procedure was

.05.
For each of the samples, only one factor met the
statistical significance level for entry into each MR
equation.

The factor entered for the BS sample was

PROFESSIONAL.

A multiple R of .317 was obtained and the

shrunken multiple R is .297 (p < .05).

The shrinkage was

computed using the following formula:
lit-C

i.2-.
- (1 - W )(k-1)

N-k
A
where R

is the shrunken multiple R,
R

is the obtained multiple R,

k is the number of predictors, and
N is the sample size (Nie, Hull,
Jenkins, Stienbrenner, ard Bent, 1975).
For the BB sample, the factor FAMILY was entered into
the MR equation and a multiple R of .260 was obtained.

The
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shrunken multiple R is .246 (p < .05).
The MR equation based on the combined sample of BB and
BS volunteers consists of the factor STABILITY.

The

multiple R for this equation is .220 and the shrunken
multiple R is .210 (p < .05).
Evaluation of Hypotheses
Hypothesis I stated that both England's (1971)
weighting scheme and the MR analysis would correlate
significantly with the tenure criterion.
was supported.

This hypothesis

Both procedures did result in significant

correlations between the weighting scores and the criterion
for the validation samples, however, the England procedure
failed in cross-validation.
Hypothesis II stated that the MR equation would yield
a shrunken r that is significantly higher than the
cross-validation estimate obtained using England's (1971)
method.

This hypothesis was not supported.

Using the

formula shown in the Analysis section (see CHAPTER III),
the cross-validities from the England procedure were
compared to the shrunken r's computed for the MR analysis.
A z of .863 was obtained for the BB sample and a z of .786
was obtained for the BS sample.

Both of the z scores are

far below the critical value of 1.65 required to
demonstrate that the validities of the two predictors are
significantly different.
Possible reasons for these results are explored in the

CHAPTER V
Discussion
The results of this study are discussed in three
sections.

First, a discussion of the England (1971)

weighting results is presented.

Next, an examination of

the MR analysis results is provided.

Finally,

recommendations for future uses of this study are
presented.
England's (1971) Weighting Scheme
All three scoring keys developed using England's
(1971) weighting scheme failed in cross-validation.
Several potential explanations for this failure deserve
mention.
The sample size used to develop the separate BB and BS
weighted application blanks was very small.

England

recommends that a total sample of 150 subjects be used for
the development of each weighted application blank.

The BS

sample consisted of 75 subjects, and the BB sample
consisted of 140 subjects.

Since the stability of the item

weights is highly dependent on the sample size, it is
likely that cross-validation failed due to the large amount
of sampling error resulting from too small a sample size
(Hunter and Hunter, 1984).
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The combined sample of BB and BS subjects also failed
in cross-validation although the sample size met England's
recommended sample size.

The purpose of performing an

analysis based on the combined sample was to determine
whether a single scoring key could be used to predict for
both sexes.

The failure of this combined weighting scoring

key indicates that it may be inappropriate to use a single
scoring key.

That is, the items which predict success for

BB volunteers may not be equally predictive for BS
volunteers and vice versa.

This notion is also supported

by the MR analysis results (to be discussed later).
Aside from the sample size problem, it is possible
that the items on the application blank are unrelated to
the criterion.

That is, several items may have correlated

with the criterion by chance in the validation groups.
This is evident in the differences in the means of the
assigned weights between the validation and
cross-validation criterion groups (See Tables 3, 4, and 5).
The items on the application blank were not written with
the intention of having predictive utility.

Thus, there is

no theoretical basis for prediction of tenure using the
individual application blank items.
Perhaps due to the reasons mentioned above, the
England procedure failed to yield significant
cross-validities.

Thus, the scoring keys developed are of

no value to the BB/BS organization at this time.

It is
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possible that, when additional subjects become available,
repeating these analyses will yield more stable
cross-validity estimations which may be utilized as a
selection device.
MR Analysis
More encouraging results were obtained from the MR
weighting procedure.

The information provided by the

factor analysis, the weighting of the factors, and the
results of the three MR equations is useful to the BB/BS
organization of Jacksonville.

The potential uses of this

information will be explored in the following section.
The factor analysis results provide information
concerning the underlying constructs being tapped by the
items on the application blank.

Different constructs were

identified for each sex and the combined sample through the
factor analyses.

Of particular importance are the factors

weighted in each MR equation since these factors are
related to the criterion.
For the BB sample, the factor weighted in the MR
equation was FAMILY.

This factor was comprised of the

items Age, Family (prior experience with children),
Married, Spouse Occupation: Other, and Total Kids.
Negatively related to this factor were the items Single and
Church (prior experience with children).

These items are

correlated with one another and the criterion, an
indication that, for BB volunteers, items related to the
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stability of the BB's family life are predictive of
success.

This is also consistent with the findings of

previous studies which identified marital status, age, and
the total number of children as being related to tenure.
In the future, additional items may be written to tap this
construct of family stability.
The factor weighted in the BS MR equation Was
PROFESSIONAL.

This factor consists of the items Education,

Voluntary (prior experience with children), and White
Collar (occupation).

The item Clerical (occupation) is

negatively loaded in this factor.

Thus, items which relate

to the professional or occupational development of BS
volunteers are predictive of success.
The factors which are predictive of success in BB/BS
are different for the BB and BS samples, suggesting that
there are differences in the determinants of success for BB
and BS volunteers.

Thus, it is inappropriate to use a

single MR equation for both groups.

Further support for

this notion is provided by the multiple Rs obtained for
each scoring key.

The MR equations based on separate

analyses of the BE and BS data account for greater portions
of the criterion variance than the MR equation based on the
combined samples.
This makes theoretical sense as well.

BB and BS

volunteers have had different life experiences and
different sex role expectations.

These differences also
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exist in the BB-LB and BS-LS relationships.

The mother of

the child is typically the single-parent in the home.

In

BS-LS relationships, the BS may pose a threat to the mother
of the LS (Shonka, 1984).

Thus, a competition may develop

between the BS and the mother resulting in the mother
terminating the match.

The characteristics of successful

BS volunteers in the factor PROFESSIONAL may be considered
nontraditional for women.

Therefore, successful BS

volunteers with these characteristics may be less
threatening since the BS and the LS's mother have less in
common.
Post hoc Analysis
Due to the relatively low amount of criterion variance
accounted for by the MR equation using the factor scores, a
post hoc analysis was performed in an attempt to increase
the amount of accounted for variance.

Certain volunteer

characteristics have been shown to be predictive of tenure
in previous studies (e. g. Thorelli & Appel, 1978b).

Age,

marital status, length of residency, and education were
related to success in other studies.

Thus, a MR equation

was developed using these variables.
A stepwise procedure was used to select among the
items age, marital status, length of residency, and
education for inclusion in this MR equation.

For the BB

sample, the items age and marital status were entered into
the MR equation.

The multiple R for this equation was
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.311,and the shrunken multiple R was .289.

Thus, the MR

equation based on age and marital status is a better
predictor than the MR equation based on the factor
analysis.
For the BS sample, only the item education was entered
into the MR equation.

The multiple correlation for this

equation was .250, and the shrunken multiple R was .221.
This does not provide improved prediction for the BS
sample; therefore, the MR equation based on the factor
analysis should be used.
The results of the MR analysis demonstrate the utility
of the application blank items as predictors of success in
BB/BS.

The recommended uses of this study are provided in

the following section.
Recommendations
The intention of this research was to provide BB/BS
with a scientifically based selection device.

The MR

equations developed on separate BB and BS samples may be
used as a valid predictor of successful BB and BS
volunteers.

However, the amount of criterion variance

accounted for by the MR equations is relatively small.

It

is therefore recommended that this selection device be used
in conjunction with other selection devices.
Further research is needed by the BB/BS organization
to validate the selection procedures currently used by
BB/BS and to explore the potential of new selection
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procedures.

A validation study of the interview used

currently by BB/BS, for example, may contribute to the
prediction of the success criterion.

It may also be

beneficial to write additional life history items based cn
the constructs identified through the factor analyses of
this study and to validate these items.
The service provided by BB/BS is important to the
development of single-parent children.

The importance of

selecting BB/BS volunteers who will maintain a long-term
relationship with a LB or LS cannot be understated.
is the goal of BB/BS.

This

The selection of volunteers likely

to fulfill the one year commitment required by BB/BS would
improve the effectiveness of this service provided by
BB/BS.

Big Brothers&Big Sisters
ofGrearedarksonvilicim.
1539 Beach Boulevard. Suite 4
Jacksonville, Fiorida 32207

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION
CONFIDENTIAL
Date
Please complete the following application.
Lae_

Name

First

Meddle

Zip

Horne Address

Marital status:

Single ( )

Race

Religion

How long in Jacksonville

Dot. of Birth
Home
Telephone: Work

Sax

Widowed (data)

Married (date)

Divorced (date)

Separated (dote)

If so, what are his/her feelings

If married, have you discussed becominu a Big Brother/Big Sitter with your spouse?

Age

Spouse's name
Number and ages of your children:

Aga_

Occupation
Boys

Girls

JOB HISTORY: Past five years (list current employer first)
1.

2.

3.

Name of company

Position

Address

Reason for leaving

Name of company

Position

Address

Reason for leaving

Name of company

Position

Address

Reason for leaving

Medications

General Health
Physical Limitations
Education (highest grade completed)
Why do you want to be a Big Brother/Big Sister?

Prior Volunteer Experience
Prior Experience with Children

Organintions to which you belong (Fraternity, Civic, Religious, Business)

(over)

Date employed

Date employed

Date employed

Do you anticipate any changes in

business, residence, or marital stat
us in the coming year? If yes, plea
se expiain

REFERENCES
Please print COMPLETE name,
address, and relationship of four
people. Three must have known
must be your immediate supervisor.
you for at least three years and the
Each should be in a position
fourth
to evaluate your qualifications as a
Please do not include family member
Big BrotherBig Sister volu
s as references.
nteer.
NAME
ADDRESS
1

ZIP CODE

DAYTIME PHONE #

Relationship
Years Known
2
Relationship
Years Known
3.
Relationship
Years Known

4.
IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

Years Known
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDIN
G
A Big Brother Big Sister makes
a commitment to provide sustaine
d interest and emotional supp
significant meaning and impact
ort to a child. Because of the
of a volunteer relationship upo
highly
n
a
chil
d we wish to stress the followin
1. The volunteer must spend
g
at least three hours a week with
a &Ad.
2. The commitment must be for at
least one year.
3 The volunteer must work closely
with an agency social worker duri
ng all phases of involvement
with the program
Do you feel you are able to acce
pt these responsibilities? Yes
No
The undersigned acknowledges
and agrees that.
1. As part of the Agency's asse
ssment process, additional pers
onal information will be elicited
Agency personnel
from the applicant by professi
onal
2. If accepted, ne she is not obli
gated to perform the volunteer
service applied for.
3. The Agency is not obligated
to assign him her a Little Brotn
er,Little Sister.

Signature
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List of Variables
Age in years
Length of Residency (Res.) in months
Religion: Catholic
Free Church Protestant
Liturgical Protestant
None
Race: White
Black
Marital Status: Married
Single
Divorced
Spouse's Occupation: White Collar
Blue Collar
Clerical
Other
Occupation: White Collar
Blue Collar
Clerical
Other
Tenure in Job (Job Ten.) in months
Education Level
Prior Volunteer Experience: Payed
Voluntary
Optional
Famdly
Special Children
Church
Why do you want to be a BB/BS? (reason for volunteering):
Satisfaction
Altruism
Child-centered
Other
Prior Volunteer Experience: Yes
No
Total Number of Children (Total Kids)
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Instructions for Use of MR Equations
Using Tables 8, the predicted tenure for new BS
volunteers can be computed.

Table 8 provides the raw

scores with their corresponding standardized scores (z
scores) for the variables in the factor PROFESSIONAL and
the MR equation for computing the predicted tenure of BS
volunteers.
TABLE 8
Raw scores, z-scores, and MR equation for
Big Sister Volunteers
Education
z-score
Raw Score
-0.88364
12
-0.40677
13
0.07010
14
0.54697
15
1.02384
16
1.97759
18
2.45446
19
Prior Experience With Children
Voluntary
-0.38889
No
2.53509
Yes
Occupation
White Collar
-0.85743
No
1.15060
Yes
Clerical
No
Yes

-0.70105
1.40421

PROFESSIONAL = (Education + Voluntary + White Collar Clerical)/4
TENURE = .57335 + .22082(PROFESSIONAL)

Once the predicted tenure score has been computed, the
applicant's probability of success can be determined using
Table 9.
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TABLE 9
Expectancy Table For Big Sister Volunteers
Percent Successful
TENURE
44
< .50
61
.50 - .70
74
> .70
For BB applicants, Table 10 should be used to convert
the raw scores on the application blank to standardized
scores.

Also included in Table 10 is the equation for

combining the variables and the MR equation.

TABLE 10
Raw scores, z-scores, and MR equation for
Big Brother Volunteers
Age
Raw Score
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
45
46
47
48

z-score
-1.41414
-1.29365
-1.17315
-0.93216
-0.81166
-0.69117
-0.57067
-0.45017
-0.32968
-0.20918
-0.08868
0.03181
0.15231
0.27280
0.39330
0.63429
0.75479
0.87529
0.99578
1.11628
1.23678
1.35727
1.47777
1.59827
1.83926
1.95975
2.08025
2.20075
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50
51
53
55
56
57

2.44174
2.56224
2.80323
3.04420
3.16472
3.28522

Prier Experience With Children
Family
-0.59594
No
1.66140
Yes
Church
-0.27519
No
3.60078
Yes
Marital Status
Single
-0.74220
No
1.33680
Yes
Married
-0.94012
No
1.05589
Yes
Spouse's Occupation
Other
-0.36890
No
2.67988
Yes
Total Number of Children
-0.53654
0
0.46446
1
1.46546
2
2.46647
3
3.46747
4
FAMILY = Age + Family - Church - Single + Married +
Spouse Occupation + Total Children/7
TENURE = .59998 + .20812 (FAMILY)
The probability of success can be determined using Table
11.
TABLE 11
Expectancy Table for Big Brother Volunteers
TENURE

Percent Successful

< .60

47

> .60

74
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